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WILLIAM E. GALLOWAY-Biographical Sketch 

WilFam E. GallouRLy, 
born in Waco, Texas. tw 
ceived his BS degree frwn 
Texas A&M University in 
1966. ~e thenattendedthe 
University of Texas a t  
Austin where he received 
his MA degree in 1968 and 
PhD in 1971. 

In 1970, Dr. Galloway 
became a Reaearrh Sciin- 
tist Associate with the 

- Bureau of Economic Ge- 

-7 Comwnv in Ponca City. 
Okhhoma, from 1970-1975 where heheld the positions of 
ReaearchScientist, Senior ResearchScientlst,and Director 
of Geological Research. 

Dr. G h y  rebimedthe Bureau of Economic Geology 
in 1975 as a Resoarch Scientist. He then became a Senior 
Research Scientist and was also honored as a Visiting 
Professor to the University of O W m e  and the University 
of Bergen In 1985, Dr. Galloway was named the Elliott 
Professor of the Department of Geological Sciences at the 
University of Texas at Austin. 

Dr. GaUoway has receivedseveral outstanding awards 
including the A. I. Levorsen Award in 1977 and 1986, the 
EMD Division of AAPG Best Paper Award in 1979, and the 
Wallace h t t  Memorial Award in 1984. He is a member of 
the AAPG. the SEPM, and the International Association of 
Sedimentologists. 

Dr. Galloway is currently a Distinguished Lecturer for 
the AAPG Distinguished Lecture Tour. 

FACES MODELS, DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS, 
SEQUENCES, AND CORRELATION: 

DIMENSIONAL AND TEMPORAL RESOLUTION 
OF l.rrHoSTRAflGRAPHY 

Basin fills consist of ahiorarchii assembtago of genetic 
straligraphic units that are bounded by or contain conola- 
tive stratigraphic surfaces, facies, or marker beds. Because 
most basins are ROed episodically, regional stratigtaphic 
units defined by hiatal surfaces provide fundamental ele- 
ments for conohtion and analysis. Depositional sequence 
analysis emphasizes the importance of erosional uncon. 
formities produced by fluctuating sea level. In contrast, the 
concept of dPpoditional episodes and resultant depositional 
complexes (genetic sequences) emphas'ues the strati. 
graphic importance oftransgressionsandsubsequent hiatal 
surfacesor condensed intervals resulting from the interplay 
of d & a n t  SUDDIY. subsidence. and base.level change. The . . -. 
two mod& su~(gest otganizeh but somewhat dfferent 
stratigraphic architectures and correlation of surfaces with- 
in the dewsitional framework. Correlation of seauences 
extends &ionally within basii, and may en&mpass 
several basins, depending upon causal mechanism. Remlu- 
tion is on the order of 106 years. 

Eachsequence typically contains thedepositsdseverad 
depositional systems, which provide the three-dimensional 

building blocks of the basin fill. Major integrated deposi- 
tional systems, in turn, consist of process-related facies 
assemblages depoa'tted in more locaked environments. 
Deposition within systems and their constituent environ- 
ments is commonly punctuated by a series of depos-dional 
events. Such events may provide a relatively h i  resolution 
temporal framework, but extent ofobviouscorroktability is 
commonly limited to adjacent facies or to a single system. 
Causal mechanisms may be classified as (1) intrinsic. (2) 
tectonidgeomorphic, (3) c l i t i c ,  and (4) eustatic. 

Inttinsic mechanisms a& autocytlii and include alter- 
nating channel incision and baMUins, channel avulsion. 
and deltzffan lobe switching. Tihe scales are on the order of 
101 years. Tectonic/geomorphic events indude tectonic 
t m n g o f  large-dmvityrosedimentation, vdeanism. 
and recurrent channel piracy. Time scsksaremore vntiabk, 
but likely extend h m  100 to 1W yeas .  Climaticmechanisms 
include induced change8 in runoff and sediment supply as 
well as periodicstorm events. Susgestedperiods of climatic 
cycles mnge from lo( to 1W yean. Storm events are more 
frequent but erratic, and stratigraphic resdutian may be 
l i e d  by physi i  correhtability of ~ebultant beds or 
surfaces. F i y ,  eustatic "wobbles" may result in widely 
correlative shoreline shifts. However, conolation is compli- 
cated by thecomplex response of shmlines to modest base 
b d  changes and by the interplay of other variables. 

the multiplicity of potentiallVcorrelativephysical 
stratigraphic features, it is commonly possible to develop a 
highly d e t a i i  cowelation framework. However, some 
depositional system are more favorable for internal corre- 
lation, and areal extent of specific, ewntdelined stratal 
surfaces is likely limited to or within a single system. 
Perceptive analysis of contiguous systems may uncover 
logical coupling of events. For example, lobe switching 
within a large delta system may result in reduced sediment 
supply and transgression in an adjacent, strike-fed shore- 
zone system as well as in excavation of an integrated 
submarine canyon complex. Thus autocyclic processes 
acting within a delta system may precipitate approximately 
contemporaneous events within adjacent shallow and deep 
water Settings. 

Cornlation is highly interpretive. Correlations should 
always be tested against alternative hypotheses, including 
the hypothesis that physically correlative surfaces or strata 
do not exist. Further, c o d t i ~ n s  should be supportable in 
thecontext of the depositional pr0~85smodelsapplicable to 
the system(s) under analysis. B 


